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LSB Board Paper (20) 41 

Meeting: Legal Services Board, 15 September 2020 

Item: Paper (20) 41 - CEO Progress Report – September 2020 

Introduced by: Matthew Hill, Chief Executive 

Status: Official 

Introduction 

This paper updates Board Members on key developments across the organisation 

since the 14 July  2020  Board meeting.  

 
Recommendation  
 
The Board is invited to note  this report.   

Annex  
 
Annex  A  –  OLC voluntary assurance letter July 2020  
Annex B –  News round-up  
Annex C - Terms of engagement letters to the BSB and Faculty Office  
 

Risks and mitigations 

Financial: N/A 

Legal: N/A 

Comms and 
engagement: 

N/A 

Resource: N/A 

Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FoI) 

Para ref FoI exemption and summary Expires 

Annex A 

Confidence in 
ability to 
respond to the 
people issues 
Paras 3-5 

S36 Never 
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CEO Progress Report – September 2020 

Ministry of Justice (MoJ) matters 

Appointment matters  

LSB Board members  

1.  Non-lay members Stephen Gowland and Flora Page took up post on 1 August 

2020.  One lay member, Marina Gibbs, comes to the end of her second term  

on 31 March 2021. Reappointment is not possible. There  is a live recruitment 

campaign to appoint Marina’s successor. Applications for one new lay 

member to take up appointment on 1 April 2021 closed  on 21 August. 43 

applications were received, with a proposed sift date of 2 October, and 

interviews to follow.  

LSCP members  

2.  Three LSCP members are eligible for second terms of appointment  in spring 

2021. Cases for reappointment were considered by  both  RNC and the LSB 

Board  –  and a submission  is  now with the Lord Chancellor  for approval.  

OLC Board members  

3.  Final interviews to appoint one member to the OLC Board were held on 3 

September. A paper recommending appointment is being circulated out of 

committee ahead of the Board’s September meeting with a recommendation  
as to the preferred candidate. Two OLC Board members are eligible for 

second terms of appointment in spring 2021.  

Colleague and organisation matters 

Staffing  

4.  At the end of July, we welcomed two interim colleagues who joined us for  

three months (finance team) and six months (legal team)  respectively to assist 

with some short- to- medium-term projects.   

 

5.  In early August, the Head,  Finance and IT handed in her resignation and we 

are now recruiting her successor. The closing date is 7 September, and 

shortlisting will take place on 9 September with interviews scheduled for 16 

and 17 September. An oral update of progress will be provided at the  

meeting. We wish the Head, Finance and IT  well in her new role at the 

Pension Protection Fund.  

Pay remit  



 

 

6.  Our pay remit was submitted to the Ministry of Justice early in the summer  

and a response / approval is awaited.  

Covid-19 impacts on ways of working  

7.  We have now received an  independent Covid19 H&S report following an  
inspection  of our office  undertaken on 5 August. There is a range of prioritised  
recommendations. We will need  to complete the small number of high priority 
actions  before the office can open.  

 
8.  Our current aim is to  be in a position to open the office in w/c 21 September.  

We will consult with all colleagues about the content of the policies  and  we will 
keep them  under close review as the office opens and  colleagues start to 
return.  Any  return to the office is optional  –  and if there is any significant rise  
in infection rates, or if there are other significant medical changes, we would  
need to review the plan to open the office, as the health and safety of 
colleagues is our absolute  priority.  

  
Out of London Board meeting  

9.  Following the cancellation  due to Covid-19  of the engagement event in 

Liverpool on 20 October, planning is underway for an online event for legal  

practitioners and organisations based in (but not limited to) Liverpool. The  

session will  take place in the afternoon of 19 October and will focus on 

recovery for the sector from Covid-19, looking to the LSB work in the area and 

the impact it will have on the upcoming strategy.  

Governance 

Office for Legal Complaints  

10. The voluntary assurance letter following the OLC’s July meeting is at Annex  

A.  

 

11. Discussions between OLC, MoJ and LSB  on a commonly agreed dataset  for  

performance reporting purposes  are well advanced.  In addition, the scheduled 

review  of  the tripartite protocol between the three organisations  is nearing 

conclusion.  

 

12. There was a scheduled  four-way meeting with OLC on 11 August. Topics 

discussed included  interim leadership arrangements and OLC’s  plans to 

address performance issues.  We discussed with OLC  the  need to consider a 

range of  solutions  that could help  reduce the  case backlog.   

 

13. Draft acceptance criteria have been issued as the first stage in the OLC’s 

2021/22 budget application process.  We are considering a proposal from the 

OLC Chair for an additional step in October that would enable  the Board  to 



 

 

  

 

     

 

 

    

 

    

 

 

  

 

 

 

provide  views on OLC’s  draft business plan (incorporating a budget figure) in  

advance of public consultation.  

 

14. The OLC is arranging a remote induction process to support Flora Page in her  

role as LSB Board lead for OLC oversight.  

Regulatory developments 

Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal (SDT) 

15.We have received the SDT’s annual budget application. Michael Smyth and 

Catherine Brown will be part of a “challenge panel” to scrutinise the 

application in advance of consideration by the Board at its October meeting. 

BSB exams 

16.We have been in correspondence with the BSB regarding the Bar online 

examinations which took place in August, following press reports about the 

technical difficulties encountered by students. Of most concern to the LSB 

were reports that some students who requested reasonable adjustments were 

not accommodated by the provider. At our request, the BSB has provided us 

with a factual briefing on the due diligence that the BSB conducted before 

appointing Pearson Vue as the provider, what led to the issues with the Bar 

online examinations, and the BSB’s proposals for accommodating those 

students who failed to have reasonable adjustments provided. This will be the 

subject of further discussion at the next CEO meeting on 8 September. 

News round-up 

17. The statistical annex to the news round-up  at Annex B  includes data from the 

LSCP Tracker, which is now in its tenth edition.   

Research  

18. The prices research was published earlier this month  together with online 

interactive dashboards that allow users to interrogate the raw data  - 

https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/price_research_dashboard_2020.  

 

19. The research with the Public Panel to inform strategy development has been 

completed. A full report, accompanied by an infographic and edited package 

of ‘video-selfies’ with participants,  will be published to coincide with the 

stakeholder event on the strategy planned for 25 September.  

 

20. The Public Panel has been established so that it can be accessed by the 

regulatory bodies. Community Research, which operates the Public Panel for 

https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/price_research_dashboard_2020


 

 

LSB, has presented the model to the regulatory bodies (and separately to 

colleagues).   

PLE project update  

21. The literature review should be finalised later this month and is due to be  

published  in early October.  

Quality indicators update  

22. As detailed elsewhere on the agenda, we hosted a roundtable with the 

regulatory bodies, also attended by the CMA, Legal Ombudsman and LSCP.  

As an immediate next step, we followed up with a letter  encouraging the 

regulators to pursue solutions in the conveyancing sector  where there are 

existing initiatives to build on.  

Statutory decisions  

23. Since my last report the LSB has dealt with three  applications for changes to 

regulatory arrangements:  one submitted by ICAEW proposing alterations to its 

regulatory arrangements to ensure compliance with the IGRs, one submitted 

by the SRA regarding changes to its compensation fund contributions  and 

another from the SRA  for proposed changes to  its regulatory arrangements in 

relation to provision of immigration services.  

 

24. The LSB has also granted  six  exemption directions in respect of proposed 

alterations to ensure compliance with the IGR  by 23 July 2020, following 

applications submitted by the Bar Council, BSB, CIPA, CITMA, TLS and ACL.  

The LSB has also granted an exemption direction in respect of an application  

submitted by the BSB proposing alterations to its disciplinary tribunal rules. 

The LSB has also approved the joint PCF application submitted by TLS and 

the SRA.  

 

25. At the time of writing the LSB is considering four further applications: the SRA  

has submitted its application for the SQE, CILEx Regulation has submitted an 

application proposing changes to the pathway for  attainment of Practice  

Rights by CILEx Fellows, and a second application proposing changes to its 

exemption policy. In addition,  CLC has submitted a request for an exemption 

direction in respect of its compensation fund.   

26. Finally, the LSB is also  considering two PCF applications, submitted by CLC 

and the Faculty Office.  

IGR Transition  

27. The IGR transition period ended on 23 July 2020 when all approved 

regulators and regulatory bodies provided certificates of assurance that they 



 

  

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

     

    

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

   

    

   

 

 

were in compliance with the IGR. We considered and approved nine 

applications for changes to regulatory arrangements and three prior written 

approvals for non-compliance with the IGR were granted.  All approvals and 

certificates of compliance have been published on the website. The next 

steps on IGR will be monitoring independent regulation under the regulatory 

performance framework. 

Regulatory Performance 

28.We held meetings with BSB and FO to discuss our forthcoming reviews of the 

Well-led standard of the performance framework. Both reviews will 

commence in September 2020 and we have sent terms of engagement letters 

to the BSB and FO; the letters are contained at Annex C. BSB asked us to 

consider the involvement of a third-party corporate governance expert. After 

consideration we concluded that our available in-house expertise is sufficient. 

However, as the review progresses if it becomes clear to us that it would be 

beneficial to seek additional expertise we will do so. We have also included an 

additional step a check to provide independent challenge in the reviews.  We 

will draw on the expertise of certain Board members to provide a Board-level 

perspective and help test and balance the review team’s assumptions and 

conclusions. 

Practising certificate fee consultation 

29.On 30 July 2020, we launched the consultation on our plans to increase 

transparency around how regulators spend practising certificate fee (PCF) 

income. We published new draft PCF Rules that make it clearer how PCF 

income can be used (for what permitted purposes) and outline the criteria and 

supporting material that approved regulators must provide to the LSB before 

the LSB decides to approve a PCF application. The Times newspaper carried 

a comment piece from the Chair that explored the principles behind our 

proposals. Two stakeholder events took place on 18 and 20 August 2020, 

which were attended by representatives from all approved regulators and their 

regulatory bodies. The team were able to provide answers to stakeholders’ 
immediate questions and hear and discuss some of the issues which were 

likely to be raised in their formal responses to the consultation which will close 

on 8 October. 

Communications and stakeholder engagement 

Customer relationship management system  

30. The customer relationship management  system is now fully operational  with  

most  colleagues  having received training. After considering the features, we  

have changed some of the functionality to better support the management of  

Contact Us data in the system. We plan to shortly start  a three-month  trial of 



 

 

    

  

   

 

 

 

 

   

   

   

    

    

   

   

   

   

   

  
  

using the CRM to record and report the Contact Us data. A review  will take 

place in October to assess the CRM impact  and usability  so far.  

 

31. The CRM now holds contact data for over 500 stakeholders, a rapid  

improvement from the beginning of the year.  

Online stakeholder engagement 

32.We have a rolling monthly subscription to online conference platform Hopin. It 

allows us to hold stakeholder events with more control over stages and 

breakout groups than other software like teams or Zoom. We will be using 

Hopin to host the strategy summit scheduled for 24 September. 

External events 

33.The Chief Executive is scheduled to speak at Westminster Legal Policy 

Forum’s keynote seminar about the future of legal services in England and 

Wales on 15 September 2020. The focus of the event was on consumer 

protection and responding to innovation. 

Meeting schedule  (14 July  to 15 September)  

34. Since the last Board meeting there have been  26  external meetings including:  

▪ Four strategy development evidence sessions with 14 different organisations  

represented  

▪ Some  of the Law Society’s  committees, including: the  Lawyers with 

Disabilities Division;  the Joint Five Committee,  which represents the largest 

legal cities outside London such as Birmingham, Bristol, Manchester, Leeds 

and Liverpool; the  In-house Division; the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 

Committee;  the Access to Justice Committee; and  the Small Firms 

Committee.  

▪ Five  strategy meetings  

▪ Nine AR/RB meetings  

21-Jul OLC Chair 

21-Jul Association of Women Solicitors Chair 

21-Jul Criminal Bar Association Chair 

22-Jul Intellectual Property Office 

10-Aug Cilex Reg Chief Executive 

11-Aug OLC Chair and Chief Executive 

11-Aug Cilex Chair and Chief Executive 

12-Aug Faculty Office Chief Executive 

13-Aug CLC Chief Executive 

13-Aug TLS Chief Executive 

26-Aug Grassroots consumer and advice 
organisation evidence session 

Board members and Chief 
Executive 



 

   

   

 
 

  

   

   

   

   

    

    

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

26-Aug Diversity evidence session 
Board members and Chief 
Executive 

01-Sep CMA Chief Executive 

02-Sep 
National Consumer and Advice 
Organisation Chair 

02-Sep 
Welsh Government Legal 
Services Chief Executive 

02-Sep Technology Chair 

02-Sep Prof Stephen Mayson Chief Executive 

03-Sep MoJ Chief Executive 

09-Sep SRA Chief Executive 

08-Sep BSB Chief Executive 

09-Sep SRA Chief Executive 

09-Sep Geoffrey Vos Chair 

10-Sep Bar Council Chief Executive 

10-Sep COIC/BTAS Chair 

10-Sep ACL Chair and Chief Executive 

14-Sep MoJ/OLC Chief Executive 

14-Sep JDF Chair 
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